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Editorial

The prescnt number of BABEL contains three articles on problems of literary
translation.

"Dcr Humor ist keina Gabe des Geiste,s, er i.rt eine Gahe des Herze,ns"(Humour is not a
gift of the mind, it is a gift of the heart) - said a German writer, Luowrc BonNB in his
memoir of another German writer, JslN Peul Humour in the source text ought also to
appear in the target text as a gift of the heart.

Can this be done?
MuRtu- VascoNcELLos tries to explain that it can be done, and in what way. In her

opinion "humour calls attention to expectations shared between the framer of a message
and the addressee". Her method is structuralist and, by way of demonstration, she draws
on a corpus of texts in Brazilian Portuguese, published translations of which are available
in English.

A special case of humour, but this time rather "a gift of the mind" is a word-play or
pun.

From time to time, every translator of belles lettres has to render a pun or a word-play
of the source text in the target language. To do this adequately can be almost impcissible,
since word-plays are based on the special individual character and potentialities of a
language, but to render them with similar effect is not impossible and depends mostly on
the translator's skill. The solution of this task belongs to those elements which make
translation an art, since no general rule can be stated for it; but two forms of that task can
bedistinguished: (l)iftheword-play(s)servestocharacterizeaperson,thenthetranslator
can attain the adequate effect by using a similar word-play in the target language in a
different place to that where it occurs in the source text; (2) if the word-play is bound to a
situation, then, of course, the..above method cannot be used and the translator has to
choose some other device or, if the worst comes to the worst, he has to admit defeat and
give up the task. The article by W. TrnnnNCE GoRDoN, who treats this problem with
concrete examples from English-French and French-English translation is an instructive
study with practical hints for all literary translators.

The third article in this number presents a chapter of the history of translation in
Europe. Gnonc TnunNnn has already several times, introduced BABEL readers to
German translators of the past, especially those who in the lSth century made English
literature known to the German public. This time he sketches the life and work of J. J. CH.
Boon ( 1730- 93), translator of English and French literature.

Gyorgy Rado
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Functional Model of Translation:
Humor as the Case in Point

Muriel Vasconcellos

l. Ground

Translation stands to gain valuablc perspcctive from a functionalmodelof language in
which difl'erent systems account for the phenomena of syntax, semantics, and the
organization of discourse. In such a model each system is defined by the function that it
serves. The discourse component is important for translation because its systems specify
not only the overall orgamzation of a text but also the structure of the individual message.
The present paper claims that the functioning of discoursal systems is elucidated
especially through the study of humor. This is so because humor calls attention to
expectations shared between the framer of a message and the addressee. These
expectations arise from what the interlocutors intuitively know about how discourse
works. In studying the expectations, we uncover the basic structure of messages and we
come to understand the principles involved in reproducing these messages in another
language as part of the larger text and context.

Perhaps the most useful functionalmodelfor this purpose is that of M.A.K. Hnllrony
(1967, updated in 1977) which provided the inspiration for the framework presented here.
This model has a le.ytuul (ofttponenl, or "grammar of messages" (HlLLrDAy 1974 50),
which specifies the choices that speakers and writers make when they introduce structures
into discourse-<hoices that result in establishment of a point of departure for
organization of the message and in regulation of the delivery of information, including the
assignment of relative salience to a specific element.

Hat-ltua,v's textual component has two systems that are necessarily realized in all
messages: Ihenruti:ution and inf'ormation.t Thematization is the means by which a

message is initiated. Its function is to introduce the first element of the message into
discourse. It results in emplacement of a theme. The information system, for its part,
provides the mechanism by which new information-the ultimate purpose for which the
message was conceived----can be attached to a node in the existing knowledge base of the
addressee (Cunrc & HnvlleNo 1977). In a successful message there is a build-up to the
presentationof af ot'us o.f'newest inf ormation.Both the theme and the focus areessentialto
realization of the message, and the assumption made here is that it is the effect of the trvo
systems working together which gives identity to the message as a discrete unit.2

The theme and information systems may be thought to represent the respective roices
of the two partners in discourse-the sender ('l') and the addressee ('you'). The theme is
the voice of the first person. Information, in turn, is geared to the second person. The
framer of the message co-operates3 by speaking in a voice that is meaningful to the

rHnLltunv considers that thematization and information are independently ianable..:. pusltion which
differs from that held by the more traditional functionalists (Mlrnrsrus 1937, Frns^s l96r e :: . * hose model of
lheme-rhenteencompassesthetwoasdifferentaspectsofasinglephenomenonof .l"un(r.;t1-;",.c4!i4t€p?rspeclive.

2 On the message unit, see VescoNcrr-l-os 1985, chs.4 and7.
I On co-operation between interlocutors, see Gnlce 1975.
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addrcssee-a voice within that embodies all those previous voiccs rvhich havc contributcd
ovcr time to the accumulation of expectations about his or hcr partictrlar linguistic ancl

social group. Any messagc is the composite effect of the two systems: otl thc onc hand. a

bridging between the thought in the speaker's or writcr's mind and its cxprcssion in tcxt.
and. on the other, the delivery of new information.

This view of discourse transcends the distinction between spoken and written tcxt: the
two systems. or voiccs. arc essential to any message and are thcrcforc cxprcsscd in both
nrodes (Hnr-r.rr>ny & Ha,snN 1976: 325; Qurnr et al. l9'72:937 93tt: VnscoNt't:t.t-os l9tt5.
chs. l. 5 7). What appears to be the case is that speech is more intcnsively inlormutional
and writing is more intensively thematic. In oral discourse spcakcrs tcnd to rcgulatc thc
delivery of new information with particular attention to expcctcd and actual responses
l'rom their partner(s)-the more so as they come closer to a one-on-one speech situation.
As a rcsult. nswncss is apt to be rccursive, with adjustments and corrcctions in course as

thc speaker rcsponds to feedback (real or only perceived)and builds up the structurc on
which his "point" is to be attached. In written text. on the other hand. with thc
intcrlocutor abscnt. authors are probably recursivc morc in terms of thcir thcmcs.
introducing secondary ones that are triggered by tangential thoughts of their own. with
embeddings as a result, before they focus on that part of thc message which introduces
ncw inlormation and. with it, the perspective of thc addrcsscc. It is possiblc. in fact. that
Cltnrr.'s ( l9tl2) continua of integration-fragmentation and detachment-involvement can
bc accountcd for as diffcrcnces bctwccn the thcmatic and thc informational vicwpoint.

2. Hutrtor" rtnd tlu, Ittlorttuttiott Slrut'ture

The distinction between olcl and rol information is crucial to survival itself. If
crcatures arc to defend themselves. they must be able to discriminate between repcating
tokcns that are familiar to them and new sensory input to which they may be required to
reuct.a How can thcy recognize what is new? Only by comparing it against something that
is not new. It is this principle thal underlies thedevelopment of an alternating balance of
old and new information in the communication process between human beings, and the

alternation of old and new is what ultimately regulates the structure of discourse.
I n building a message. speakers and writers start with a piece of knowledge which they

presume is shared with the addressee and to which the new information-the information
they intend tcl deliver--{an be attached. Their assumptions are based on accumulated
knowledge of the world as well as previous experience with members of the speech

community. When communication is successful. the speaker or writer's expectations are
in alignment with the perceptions of the addressee. and the focus of newest information
effectively conveys a point.

There are also shared expectations about the pattern in which information is

distributed. In the typical "unmarked" situation the position of newest information is at
the end of the message. Listeners and readers expect it to be there, while speakers and
writers are aware of this expectation and plan their messages according to the established
pattern. whether consciously or not.

a For a historical theory of old vs. new information in communication, see GIv6x 1979: 345-351.
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The countering of such expectations produces a surprise. The surprise may be planned
by the speaker or writer precisely in the knowledge that the listener or reader is

anticipating something else. The knowledge is shared by both parties and creates a bond
of understanding-a conspiracy. Each takes comfort from the fact that the other has
understood and agreed to play the game.

The expectations can be both about the world external to the discourse and about the
internal structure of the text itself, in particular its position in the message: the "point" is
delivered as the focus of newest information either in final position or nonfinally when it is
understood to be purposely "marked". In a translation, it is important to be able to
reproduce the "point" in its same final position in the output structure.

The present paper draws on a corpus of texts written originally in Brazilian
Portugueses for which published translations are available in English.

The first example shows a gently nu,llorous twist that has been derived from
exploitation of what the author knows to be the reader's expectations:

I (l-P) -depois, felizes e meio a6reos, passamos a outras ruas e

CONSIDERAQOES. (Enrco Vnnissrrvro 1957)

| | (l-E) -and then, happy and light-hearted, we pass on to other streets and
CONSIDERATIONS.

The element in focal position takes the reader by surprise because it is an abstraction that
has been purposely misconjoined to the concrete notion 'streets'. The reader knows that
his expectations have been played upon, and he enjoys the game. If we look at the capture
of this effect in translation, we see that the challenge here is rather easily met: since there is
no pressure for syntactic reordering, all that is needed is to find a verb that can be
appropriately used with both concepts.

More difficult for the translator is the ,lr,lu,ion in which syntactic differences between
the two languages create a pressure to present the "news" in a different order. A frequent
cause for this problem in the corpus under study was Portuguese use of the verb in the
initial position of the message.6 Most often such a verb was impersonalized by the particle
se, but it was also followed by a fully specified noun phrase, or so-called "postposed
subject".? And frequently the postposed NP was the focus of the message. As such, it is the
element that will be exploited in the event of humorous intention:

I (2-P) A falta de objetivo me sofocava. Implorei Deus com f6 um caminho, uma
causa. Vieram-me OS BOTOES. (Orro Lene RrsrNpn 1963)

s See description of the corpus in VescoNcrllos 1985: 250-273.
6 Verb-initialthemes of alltypes represented 46.2per cent of the working units (l ,767 of 3,826 units) in thc

corpus of 54,070 words.
I Regarding such constructions in Spanish, Mnncnnrtn Sufrren (1982: 126) has concluded that the verb

prcscntstothchcarcr"an'object'forconsideration: ...itislikethetrayonwhichthedelicacyispresented."
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i i (2 G) * the lack of objective me suflocated # # I-pleaded to God with laith (for)
a path. a cause* *canle-to-me THE BUTTONS+ +t'

Thc humor results from thc fact that society has expcctations about the kind of path or

cause that God will indicate '-- certainly sornething more serious and lofty than'buttons'.
The buttons, as thcy must bc, arc in the pt'rsition of newcst inforrnation, whcrc thc

addressee is expccting to find the brunt of the messagc. Everything in thc prcceding

discourse suggcsts that the ncw information coming up will bc of wcighty signilicancc. Tcl

the reader's surprise. it is not.
The difficulty for translation is that the inverted construction which placed 'buttons' in

the position of lbcus is not availablc in E,nglish. f)cspitc this handicap, howcvcr. thc

translator of the published version was in fact quite resourccful in prescrving the focal

inforrrration in its natural position:

(2 E) A lack of objectivc was suffocating me. I prayecl to God for an aim in lifc.
And what I got was BUTTONS.

A mcre syntactic translbr would havc been humorless and awkward:

i i (2 E') A lack of objcctivc wiis suffocating mc. I praycd to God for an aim in lif.c.

BUTTONS came to me.

Verb-initial constructions posc a major problcnr for translators from Portugucsc (as

well as Spanish and French) into English (Vast'oNr-Iit-r-os 1986a). If thc themc and thc
inforrnation structure Are to bc retained, the translator is obligcd to find solutions that
dcpart frorn direct syntactic correspondencc. In example 2. for instance. thc vcrb-plus-
clitic-pronoun licram-nrc'canrc-to-me' was replaced by the identifying nominal clausc
'what I got', which meets the English requirement for a syntactic subject in that position.

In example 3 the fronted
the expense of introducing

i (3 P) Clorn o tcmpo
Assrs 1900)

*

verb was actually prescrvcd in thc publishcd translation, at

an unusual constructicln in English:

veio UM FENOMENO INTE,RESSANTE. (Mnr.IrnIX) I)I:

L I (3-E) With time came AN INTERESTING PHE,NOMENON.

The fact that the inversion is unusual in English means also that it is more "marked"e and
the marking lends specialemphasis as well as adding an ironic tone to the announccmcnt.

8 Glosscs are givcn fcrr thosc examplcs whosc word ordcr prcscnts constraints lbr translation: whcn thc ordcr
is the same and thc translation is rclativcly parallcl in ternrs of syntax, scmantics, and irrformation structurc, nt>

gloss is givcn. Thc boundarics of messagc units arc markcd by a pound sign at thc bcginning and at thc cnd.

Constituents that correspond to the focus of information, when they arc the subjcct of discussion, arc prescnted

in all capital lcttcrs. Thcmcs. whcn thcy arc bcing discusscd. arc undcrlincd.
e For Hnulunv (1967), "marked" relcrs to an option that requires organtzational effort on the part of the

speaker and which usually does not occur frequently.
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Thc irony is cnhanccci by thc formality ol thc lexical choicc in an otherwise informal
register. With standard ordcr, on the other hand, the focus is flattened:

I I (3 E') With timc AN INTERESTING PHENOMENON developed.

,r(

In exanrplc 4 thc lranslator is challcngcd by anothcr type of constraint that can have
repercussions for thc information structure - namely a lexical gap in English which
blocks a onc-on-onc translation of the word t'ul,t,u and therefore raises the possibility of a
paraphrasc with syntactic rcarrangcrncnt:

(4 P) A cabeleira cobria-lhe uma extensa e nobre calva adquirida nAS
COGITAQOES QUOTIDIANAS DA CIENCIR. (MncHrr>o DE Assrs
IrJti I lutJ2)

(4 C) # thc wig covcrcd-(for)-him an extensivc and noble bald-head acquired in-
THE COGITATIONS DAILY OF-THE SCIENCE+

It can bc sccn that t'ult'u 'bald-hcad'is treatcd in Portugucsc as a body part, whereas in
English wc only havc thc quality 'baldncss' and the adjective 'bald'. The problem arises
lor information structure bccause the focus of the message corresponds to the phrase that
postmodil\es culva. It carries an ironic reference to the effort expended by the psychiatrist
in his ccrcbrations. For the irony to be captured most effectively, the constituent
'cogitations. . . scicnce' should remain in final local position. Yet the lexical gap prevents
attachment of the body part culva to the participle atlquiritlu 'acquired', since in English a
body part cannot bc 'acquired'.

Thc needed flexibility is gained by abstracting or redistributing the semantic
components of the problem lexeme. Onc possibility would be to use the quality_'baldness'
to rcfcr to thc hcad in a form of'synecdoche:

I I (4-E') A wig covered his extensive and noble baldness, acquired as a result of HIS
DAILY COGITATIONS ABOUT SCIENCE.

Altcrnatively, the concept could be broken up into two components with one of them
redistributed:

', (4 E") A wig covered his extensive and noble pate, rendered bald as a result of HIS
DAILY COGITATIONS ABOUT SCIENCE.

The notion of 'head' remains as a
predicate position following the verb
final position.

place-holder and 'baldness' is introduced in the
'rendered', making it possible to keep the focus in

Sornetimes the constraints under which the translator works are artificial. For
examplc, translators into English are frequently influenced by the call for brevity and
conciseness which is a prescriptive "given" in journalistic writing. Obeisance to brcvity for
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its own sake. regardless ol'whcthcr or not it is motivated within the textual syst.ems. can
result in the loss of focal information, the forcing of nonfocal information into
prominence, and worse still. thc attachnrent ol- elements to the wrong antecedents. A
particular problerrr is the stacking ol- prcmodilie rs in f-ront of head nouns without regard
for thc inforrnation structurc. Thc tollowing example shows how the humor, and the
meaning itself, depends on saving for final position the information contained in the
modiliers that follow tliu.; dc tcrnuru'doyr of tenderness':

(s P)

(s E)

Dona Flor. . . era bonita. agradavel de ver-se; pequena e reconchuda, de
uma gordura sem banhas.. . . Apctitosa, como costumava classificir-la o
proprio Vadinho em seus dias dc ternura, raros por6m INESQUECfVEIS.
(Joncr, Auauo 1966)'0

Dona Flor. . . was pretty, pleasant to look at: small and plump. but not
lat.. . . A tasty morsel, as Vadinho himself was in the habit of calling her in
his moments of tenderness, which were rare but for that very reason
UN FORGETTA BLE.

A translation with the modifiers to the leli of the head noun changes the meaning by
focusing on 'tenderness' rather than the rarity of such moments, whose memory had taken
on added value now that Vadinho was dead:

i (5-E') . . . A tasty morsel. as Vadinho himself was in the habit of calling her in his
rare but UNFORGETTABLE moments of tenderness.

The foregoing examples illustrate typicul*op in which the system of information is

associated with the realization of humor. In each instance there was a playful
nranipulation of the set of normal expectations that underlie the relationship between the
speaker/writer, on the one hand, and the addressee, on the other: the expectation that the
newest information typically occupies final position in the message; that this information,
unless "marked" for some reason, will be couched in the phonological and syntactic
patterns of their shared language; that it will be expressed in the same register as the rest of
the discourse; that it will be semantically consistent with the proposition contained in the
message; and that it will be in keeping with the world view of the society in which they live.
Any thwarting of these expectations-which in the case of contrastive stress, phonology,
syntax, register, and semantics amounts to the "marking" of a linguistic form-produces
a surprise of some kind which is felt by the listener as irony, revelation, shock,
disappointment, etc. When the surprise is gentle and playful, and when the reader feels
secure as a party to the conspiracy, the effect is humor.

f o The original Portuguese text included the adverb talvez'perhaps': reuJ dias de ternura, ruros talvez porim
ittcsque<'ivcis. lt was omitted from the example in order to show two possible alternative noun phrases.
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3. Humor and tlrc Tlrcntc

It will bc remcmbcred that information is not the only textuarl system that operartes at
the level of'discoursc. The theme. too, has an important role in structuring the message
(Vns<'oNc't,r-r.os 1985: 432 498.499 529\. And as with inlormation. the study of humor
reveals the way in which it functions.

The theme was delined earlicr as thc bridge bctwcen thc object of thought in the
spcakcr's mind and its cxprcssion in spccch or writing. It is alwavs the initiation of thc
message. It may be a single word or a larger constituent; it is often a nominal, standing lor
a particular referent in thc prcvious discourse, in thc spcech situation. or in thc knowlcdge
that is shared between the speaker/writcr and the adclressec. But it can also be a verb: an
adverbial phrasc of timc, place. or manner: a discoursc adverbial; a conjunction; or a

grammatical particle which serves to signal that the entire message is marked fbr
presupposition.r I In each case there is a rationale fcrr claiming that the first elcment in the
message is indeed an expression of the relationship to what is uppermost in the speaker's
mind.r2

Humor that is based on the theme spotlights thc linking relationship itself. The shared
assumption between the interlocutors is that the link is important. As a nominal. the
theme can fully repeat an antecedent in thc discourse. it can stand for the concept
pronominally or through a more generic term. it can in/'cr an antecedent. and of course it
can refer to the participants and the setting in the speech situation itself. As a verb, on lhe
other hand. it sets the stage for the upcoming semerntic argument(s) by spotlighting the
particular relationship that the speaker/writer wishes to present them in. If the verb forms
part of a dependent constituent (e.g. condition. participial clause). the dependency is

paramount. The information contained in such a constituent is to be rcgarded as ancillary
or preliminary to the main message.

When there is a tight chaining of fo.ur-und subsequent theme, the effect is highly
cohesive. It is as if, of all possible themes. the link itself between the two units is what is
foremost of the speaker or writer's mind. In example 6, the major theme of the second unit
echoes the focus of the previous one. It is preceded by the conjunction mas 'but', which
indicates that the speaker intends to counter the previous message with an adversative
statement of some kind. The direct repetition calls special attention to the chaining
together of the two units. and the two themes in combination announce, in effect, a
reversal of the expectations that had been established in the previous unit:

(6-P) Ainda nesse mesmo dia Martim ficara de pe na sacada procurando, com
inutif obedi€ncia. ndo perder nada dO QUE SE PASSAV A. Mas o que se

passava ndo era muito. (Clanrcr Lrspncron l96l)

(6 G) * still on-that same day Martim stayed on foot on-the balcony trying, with
useless obedience, not to-lose nothing of-the WHAT .re WAS-
HAPPENING + * but what se w'as-happening not was much #

f f On the presuppositionality of the different grammatical modes, see GlvriN l9l9: 54-55.
r2 SeeTnAvNitrx; also furtherelaboration in VnscoNcnr-los 1985: 432498 and in Vnscorucr.rlos 1986b
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To capture the humor, the translation must have the same theme:

(6 E) Yet on that very day Martim had been standing on the balcony wathcing,
with useless obedience. so as not to miss ANYTHING THAT WAS
GOING ON. Bal w,hut v'us going on was not much.

A less markcd and more standard syntactic rendition in Enelish reads like a misfire:

(6 E',) Yct on that very day Martim had been standing on the balcony watching,
with useless obedience, so as not to miss anything that WAS GOING ON.
But not very much WAS GOING ON.

The latter version not only loses the clever chaining of focus and subsequent theme but it
ztlso has two identical end-focus elements in succession-two identical "newests"-which
are confusing to listeners and readers (Vasconcellos 1985: 419).

*

Often the humor that is associated with the theme involves some kind of inferencing. The
inference can be. for example, that the theme is summing up a portion of the previous
discourse. or that it is a part or quality of a more componentially complex antecedent that
has been introduced earlier. It can also imply a conclusion that the speaker or writer
expects the addressee to draw on the basis of their shared knowledge. The role of
inferencing can be seen in the following example:

I (7 P) Conta-se que um rapaz portuguds, vindo do Reino, casara-se com uma
menina, filha do Velho, chamada Margarida. Um dia-1uem de'repente
chega a Pitangui? A esposa portuguesa do genro do patriarca. Os c'a.sos de
bigumiu parece que foram freqiientes em regi6es como a das minas, . . .

(GrlnEnro FREvRE 1936)

(7'_G) * it is told that a young-man Portuguese, come from the Kingdom, married
a young-girl, daughter of-the Old Man, named Margarida. * * One day-
who of sudden arrives in Pitangui? + * the wife Portuguese of-the son-in-
law of the patriarch + * the coses of btgamy (it) seems that they-were
frequent in regions like that of-the mines *

It will be noted that'bigamy' was not expressly mentioned in the preceding discourse. The
theme in this case serves multiple purposes: it sums up the events thus lar in the narrative,
it implies added meaning, and it provides the opportunity to introduce an evaluation
through the attachment of a semantically loaded label. But the passage owes its wry tone
specifically to the fact that the writer is counting on knowledge shared with the reader and
expecting him to draw a rather complicated inference-namely that the son-in-law,
because he had two wives, had committed the crime of bigamy.

Here the translator is operating under a constraint because the topicalized
construction, already a marked pattern in Portuguese which is marked precisely for the
purpose of calling attention to the theme, is not acceptable in formal registers in English.
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But the problem is not insuperable. The thematic structure is easily matched in the
tollowing translation:

one of the old man's daughters, name of Margarida. One day, who should
unexpectedly show up in Pitangui but the Portuguese wife of the patriarch's
son-in-law . Case,s o/'higamr', it seems. were not at all uncommon in regions
like Minas. . .

A syntactic translation might have been:

(7-E') ...One day. who should unexpectedly show up in Pitangui but the
Portuguese wife of the patriarch's son-in-law. It seems that (ases of'higum.r
were not at all uncommon in resions like Minas.

ln 7 E' the theme is embedded--{owngraded and buried deep in the middle of the
message. the position which from the textual standpoint carries the least thematic and
informational prominence.

In example 8 the theme. by being o OJonoun. serves to summarize the preceding
message unit:

I (8-P) O HOMEM SO VAr SER GRANDE NO DrA EM QUE CONQUTSTAR
AS ESTRELAS. O que Atila achou uma bobagem, porque o homem jhia it
lua e daqui a pouco estaria nas estrelas e nem por isso seria grande. (l<;xa,c'to

rx Loyoln Bnnxnio 1969)

(8_.E) MAN WILL ONLY BE GREAT THE DAY HE CONQUERS THE
STARS. Which Atila thought was nonsense. because man had already gone
to the moon and soon he'd be on the stars and not even that would make
him great.

The theme triggers a reinterpretation of the previous information as a case of hroael

fbcus; '3 this backtracking entails a review of the information content. which conceivably
is being processed by the reader in parallel with the new message.

Example 8 was not difficult to reproduce in translation. The translator was faithful to
the thematic structure, to the point of introducting a slightly marked construction in
English.

If the second unit is embedded as part of the first. the thematic prominence is reduced
and the result is infelicitous:

(8- E') Man will only be great the day he conquers the stars, v'hic'h Atila thought
was nonsense, because man had already gone to the moon and soon he'd be
on the stars and not even that would make him ereat.

t3 On broad and narrow fiocus. see Lnt>p 1978.
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The fact that the clause is not syntactically independent means that its onset fails to meet

the requirements of thematic status (Vascor.rcnt-t-os 1985: 483 485, ch. 7).

Alternatively, the object could be placed after the verb:

| | (8-8") Man will only be great the day he conquers the stars. Atila thought that this
was nonsense, because man had already gone to the moon and soon he'd be

on the stars and not even that would make him great.

The lack of a direct link between the second unit and the first one breaks up the
cohesion. The resulting loss of continuity shows how important the theme is in the
meaningful progress of the discourse.

It will be remembered that the theme can also be a verb. The irony of a verbal theme is
rather subtle. The fronted verb construction was examined above in example 2. where the
dethematized subject ended up in focus position. The thematicity of the verb itself was
also part of the humor of that message:

I I (2-P) A falta de objetivo me sofocava. Implorei a Deus com fe um caminho, urna
causa. Vieram-me os bot6es. (Orro Lru RnsnNtx 1963)

| | (2-C) * the lack of objective me suffocated * g I-pleaded to God with faith (for)
a path, a cause * * came-to-me the buttons * *

| | (2-E) A lack of objective was suffocating me. I prayed to God to give me an aim in
life. And what I gol was buttons.

The theme provides the cohesive link with the preceding unit of message: it summarizes
the outcome of the event described in that unit, and it announces the cognitive role of the
upcoming semantic argurnent.

The final type of theme that is of interes, n.* is the dependent clause. The dependent
status of the entire initial constituent points up its secondary relationship to the main
clause. Sometimes these constituents are quite long. The packing of information into such
a theme lets the reader know that the writer feels it is relatively unimportant-a
perception that he expects the reader to share. For example:

I (9-P) "Foi breve sua passagem por esse vale de l6grimas", pronunciou o
respeit6vel professor Epaminondas Souza Pinto afetado e afobado,
tentando cumprimentar a viuva, dar-lhe os p6sames Dona Gisa.
tambem professora e ate certo ponto tambem respeit6val, conteve . . . o
riso. Se em verdade fdra breve a possogent de Vadinho pela vida-vinha de

completar trinta e um anos-para ele, dona Gisa bem o sabia, nio f6ra o
mundo vale de ldgrimas e, sim, palco de farsas, engodos, embustes e

pecados. (Joncn Aueno 1966)
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I I (9 G) * was brief his passage through this vale of tears * * said the respectable

Profcssor Epaminondas Souza Pinto moved and out-of-breath, trying to
pay-his-compliments to-the widow, give-her the condolences + . . . * Dona

Gisa, also professor and up-to certain point also respectable, contained . . .

the laughter + + if infact had-been hrief the passage of Vadinho through-the

lil'e+ - +(he) came to complete thirty and one years+- +for him, dona

Gisa well it knew, not was the world vale of tears and, yes, stage of pranks,

mcrrymaking, wilcs and transgressions#

The fact of disrnissing thc brevity of Vadinho's passagc through this valc of tcars in a

dcpcndcnt clausc scrvcs to trivializc thc rcst of thc pompous profcssor's dcclaration,
preparing the reader for the upcoming contrast. The published translation reflects the
same thematic forcc in thc depcndent clausc:

i i (9 E) "Brief journey through this vale of teArs," were the words of the respccted
Professor Epaminondas Souza Pinto. moved and out of breath as hc camc
forward to pay his compliments to the widow and give her his c<ln-

dolences. . . Dona Gisa, also a teacher and up to a point also respectablc,
contained ... herlaughter. I/'in./act it tlu,v true thut the.journc.y'o.l'Vatlinho
through li/i, hud been bric/--he had managed to live for thirty-onc years--
Dona Gisa knew very well that for him the world hnd not been a vale of lears
but rathcr a stage for mischief, merrymaking. scheming and vice.

What all the themc typcs share ,n .ornrlrn is that they represcnt ways of exprcssing
what is foremost in the speaker's mind-be it a referent that can be symbolizcd by a

nominal, as is most often the case, or a verbal relation between thc argumcnts in thc
proposition, a setting characte riz.ed by an adverbial phrase, a discoursc relation significd
by a noncognitive adjunct or a conjunction, a relationship of dependency, or the framing
of the speech act itself. Speakers know this about the theme, whether consciously or
unconsciously. and so do listeners. Thus here again there is a shared undcrstanding which
can be enlisted in the creation of a humorous effect. With the inlormal.ion systcm thcrc
were expcctations about the addressee that were shared; with the therne system thc
understanding that is shared consists instead of assumptions about the speaker or the
writer. The theme is cast in such a way that inferences are required of the addressee. Once
again it is a matter of cooperation: the first person assumes that thc second pcrson will
make the necessary connection with what is uppermost in his mind. and that lhe second
person knows he is supposed to do so. When demands for inferencing are made, and when
the addressee responds to these demands, the interlocutors are joined in a common
understanding -in a pleasant camaraderie that can cometimes lead to a sense of tickling
in the funnybone.

4. Conclusion: Thc Voice.s in Concert

In conclusion, the systems of the textual component have evolved on the basis of a
long-term partnership between the speakers and listencrs of a particular languagc.
Humor-and communication itself-{epcnds on an accumulattion of sharcd undcrstand-
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ings about how peoplc say things in a given culture. In the information system the speaker

attuncs his mcssage to the voice ol-the listener as he knows it; in the theme system he asks

the listcner to makc infercnc:es about what is going on in his own mind. In each instance

thcre is an intcrdcpcndcnce betwecn the two partics without which the systems could not
function.

Humor nrakes exaggcratccl claims cln the relationship between speaker and listener; it
is in fact thc largcr-than-lil-c esscnce of that partnership. By marking, and in effect
nragnilying, the workings ol'the textual component so that they are clear enough for all to
vicw" it ieads us to a kccner understanding ol'discourse. This understanding, in turn,
cnablcs us to makc statcmcnts about the transl-er of humor across languages.
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